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Homework: Community Collaboration Situation Assessment 

1. Select one of your partnerships or collaboratives to focus on for this exercise.

2. Consider your stakeholders and partners. Where do they fall on the IAP2 Spectrum of

Public Participation? Which groups do you inform or consult? Are others providing

consistent input (Involve) or collaborating to identify issues and alternatives?

Put an asterisk next to those you consider “key players” (high interest, high power).
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3. Are there stakeholders who may have been overlooked? Consider opinion leaders,

those impacted or perceiving impact, potential opponents, and groups not yet engaged

who are part of the community of place or interest.



4. What is the scope (scale and nature) of the issues?

How is the partnership or collaborative making decisions? Are you engaged in a 

consensus process, or seeking a consensus (or modified consensus) decision? 
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5. What types of outreach/communication tools are you using (circle below)?

Are there other tools you might you explore (add an asterisk)? 
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6. What are you taking away from this exercise? Did you identify new partners or

stakeholders? Clarify the level of engagement you are seeking, or your decision process?

Notice tools you could be using for your process or communications? Share your

takeaway on the Self-Study and Homework Form.

https://airtable.com/shr1thMlFP7JrEfIw

